
U sually, we would use this opportunity to our well-known summer party. However, for your safety as well as our own, we
have to cancel it this year. But don’t worry: Here’s a guide for you on how to celebrate your own summer party at home!
First of all: A summer party involves a lot of work, and you will not be spared from that at home, so you’ll have to make

some preparations. First off, you have to show your neighbours that the coolest summer party this year will take place at your house
(and that they are not invited). To do that, you need posters. Lots of posters. Everywhere.
On the day of the party itself, take a flag (preferably yellow with a cute little chicken on it) and hang it outside your window. We
recommend this ceremony to be accompanied by the title song of an old anime. To get into the right mood, fill your bathtub to the
brim with water (or, to stay closer to the original, mud) and add a boiled egg. And done, you’re ready to go: the summer party at the
self-built Eiweiher may commence! Of course, you mustn’t forget the appropriate attire. We recommend a shell bikini, a small crown
and a fish tail. For the celebration itself, beer and barbecued food are absolutely indispensable. So throw the steaks on the barbecue,
open your barrel of beer, turn the music up and enjoy yourself! There’s one thing you sadly can’t replace, of course, that’s the annual
Prof-DJs. But you can hear their voices coming out of your PC’s speakers anyway for the rest of the semester...

CIP access from home
You want to work on your simulations and evaluations, but you don’t have the needed software on your computer or it’s just too slow?
In the Computer lab of the Physics department, students can already login per ssh. A guide is given in [0] (in German language).
In the Maths department, it is being worked on as well, it is still in testing phase. The instructions are only available via VPN (university
IP). An Instruction for VPN from RRZE can be found in [1] (in German language). Instructions for ssh are in [2] (in German language).
Currently, it is still being evaluated if there is any desire for a graphical interface. If you would like one, don’t hesitate to fill out the
small survey in [3].

Exam Registration
From 8 th of June until 21 st of June, 12 pm you can register for the exams of the summer semester 2020 on meinCampus as usual.
Since this semester is something special, there are some things to watch out for. For the examinations in attendance form, the distance
of 1.5m between all those present must be observed. Furthermore, the FAU hygiene guidelines [4] must be followed.
In addition, there are special regulations regarding withdrawal or default:
Withdrawal is effected by mere absence from the test.
Failing to attend is always excused.
If you do not pass the exam, it will not be considered as an exam attempt and you can register for the repeat exam.

Game nights
The year is 2020 A.D. Game nights in all of Germany have to be cancelled due to the corona virus. Well, not entirely... One small FSI
of indomitable online pioneers still holds out against the virus and continues to organise game nights. And you can take part in them.
We’ll host game nights on the 18 th of June and 6 th of July starting at 6pm on our discord server [5]. They’ll be (almost) like the
ones you know from last semester. Though sadly you’ll have to organise your own drinks and pizza order. Hope to see you there.

Limited internet access
A small reminder: If you have noticed over the weeks that your internet is rather poorly than properly functioning and you are always
having problems attending lectures or exercises, please contact the faculty administration (Frau Brunner or Frau Krysta, see [6]).

Tiny Riddle Lecture Hall Cinema
As you might have already realised, there are right now no Lecture Hall Cinemas. And as we finally have no more tears to shed, we
want to use this opportunity and recommend you some movies in a kind of sneaky way, to sweeten your days.
Hair salons are allowed to reopen but the protagonists of this film would do anything to not have their hair cut. The Age of Aquarius
should be filled with love and peace but a tribe of hippies still has to resist and protest against the ongoing war while being supported
by a young man from Oklahoma (or was it Manchester?) and the works of Timothy Leary.
At the same time, the golden age of Hollywood is slowly coming to its end and the next movie is an impressive tribute to this era. Set
in a time of many changes, one follows the fates of a declining western star and his loyal stunt double diametrically oppposed by the
fate of a young female actress whose path to stardom has possibly just begun.
Next, we shall dip even further into the american past. Even though the third movie has not been produced in black and white, the
(supposed) difference between Black and White is of utter importance to this autobiographical drama. Spanning more than a decade,
this movie shows the not quite voluntary journey of a man through the American South.
Surprisingly, the fourth movie also takes place in America, but to mix it up a bit we finally return to present day. In the center of this
movie is the escape from a group that plans to devour the souls of specially gifted people in order to elongate their own lives. This
leads the protagonist to be confronted with his traumatic childhood in a quite specific hotel. Written by a King, this is one is not for
the weak of heart.
Not quite as royal but still reaching for the (Gault Millaut) stars, our final movie shows that even the smallest protagonist can make
a big impact and that anyone can cook, but only the fearless can be great. And thus the circle is complete as hair also is of huge
importance in this movie :)
Best wishes and we hope you will enjoy yourselves.

Some links
[0] cip.physik.uni-erlangen.de/wiki.py/SecureShell

[1] www.anleitungen.rrze.fau.de/internet-zugang/vpn/

[2] www.math.fau.de/department/rechnerbetreuung/ssh-matlab-julia-sagemath/

[3] terminklick.stuve.fau.de/fernzugriff-zum-mathematik-cip-braucht-ihr-hier-ein-grafisches-interface/

[4] www.fau.eu/corona/hygiene-guidelines/

[5] discord.gg/7Bnne2P

[6] www.nat.fau.eu/faculty/about/administration/
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